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Google chief warns of skills shortages

“As a family, we’ve started battling (model) robots,” confesses Maile Carnegie, the managing
director of Google Australia, at her open-plan corner office overlooking Sydney Harbour.

“My two boys (aged 14 and 11) have created their robot. And my husband and I have created ours.
The kids love it.

“What they’re doing is using their imagination to build a robot with the arms and legs to beat another
robot. But you have still got to program all the bits and pieces to make the robot work.

“We haven’t sat our children down and said, ‘OK, boys, we are going to show you how to code and
program a computer.’ It’s what they are doing, but to them it’s just something they enjoy.”

The Hawaiian-born, Australian-raised Carnegie (whose Christian name is pronounced Miley)
celebrates her first year in charge of the Australian and New Zealand outpost of the Google empire
today, and is addressing one of her chief concerns about Australia’s future.

Why, she asks, have 52 per cent of all graduates emerging from Singapore universities studied
STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths) and computer science courses, compared to just
16 per cent from Australian universities?

“We’re going backwards,” Carnegie warns. “The number of students with a computer science
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background in Australia has actually declined by 30 per cent since 2001.

“The long-term challenge for Australia is how do we, as a minimum, keep pace with the global
revolution that is happening? But the more immediate challenge is how to make sure we don’t slip
further behind.”

On this first anniversary of her appointment to (arguably) Australia’s coolest job, Carnegie has two
key messages.

The first is that if primary and secondary school kids haven’t learned to love science in the formative
years, it’s too late to expect Australian universities to turn out world-challenging science and
technology talents.

Hence the home robot-!building sessions in the Carnegie household.

Her second core message is that if Australians think we have been changed unrecognisably over the
past 15 years by the digital technology revolution, we ain’t seen nothing yet.

According to Carnegie, the changes are going to be so profound and unpredictable, preparing for
them cannot be left just to government. Business, the community, schools and universities, and
ultimately individual families, need to be fully engaged too.

This morning Carnegie will announce details of the Australian version of the Google Impact
Challenge — the fifth to be launched, after Britain, India, the US and Brazil.

Australian charities and not-for-profit organisations will be encouraged to identify a social problem
that can be addressed via imaginative use of digital technology. The four winners chosen by the
judges (including cricketing great Glenn McGrath, award-winning photographer Anne Geddes and
former media supremo Kim Williams) will each receive $500,000 and, just as importantly, Google’s
know-how and technological help to bring the solution to life. The company’s first impact challenge
was launched in Britain 18 months ago, and it is too early to judge results. But Carnegie pressed for
the Australian version to be included as one of the first in the global rollout. Her favourite of the
international initiatives so far?

“An app which will enable vulnerable people, often women, to press an emergency button on their
phone if they are in a dangerous situation so their GPS location can be sent to the authorities or
whatever people they choose, showing exactly where they are. That idea came from India, where
there are lots of dangerous places women can find themselves in.”

Another $3 million project will establish a cross-border data-sharing alliance to help stop human
trafficking, while a third is funding the Zoological Society of London to deploy tiny next-!generation
camera traps equipped with automated sensors to prevent wildlife poaching in African game parks
and monitor remote penguin colonies in Antarctica.

But if the Global Impact Challenge is the reason Carnegie has agreed to be interviewed, she’s got a
whole raft of subjects to cover — including the vexed issue of Google’s international tax obligations.

Since she took the job — after a traditionally linear career with Procter & Gamble which began
when she was an undergraduate at the University of Technology, Sydney — Google’s worldwide
reputation as one of the white knights of the web has been steadily sullied.
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Increasingly, the word Google is synonymous with cunning accountants who swap profits around the
world to ensure any liability is paid in the friendliest tax zones.

Carnegie has received credit in recent weeks for being one of the first Google executives to address
the tax evasion accusations head on. But it’s hard not to after Tony Abbot told an American business
lunch that the G20 summit he hosts this year in Cairns will target tax evasion by multinational
companies — generally taken as a warning from the Prime Minister to digital giants like Google and
Apple that the global tax laws will be changed to ensure they pay tax in the countries where they
earn the revenue.

“I can understand why there has been so much focus on it,” Carnegie says. “What I hope for on tax
is that we all start fixing the system. Getting a simpler and more transparent tax system, globally and
locally, is what will change outcomes.

“All that passion (aimed at Google and other international companies which use the tax laws to their
advantage) should be focused on fixing the system.

“We (Google) joined the B20 (the forum within the G20 which represents the views of the
international business community) because we want to be part of the conversation ... but at the end
of the day, the people who own the regulations are governments.”

The sternest lesson Carnegie has learned in her year at the helm of Google Australia is that the pace
of technological change “is not in increments but transformational multiples”.

As far as the Australian technology consumer is concerned, what we have experienced so far in the
digital revolution has just been a prologue. “We’re now on chapter one, maybe chapter two,”
Carnegie says, using a reassuringly old-fashioned metaphor. “But it’s a 10-chapter book.”

As that most passionate of Australians — one born overseas — Carnegie believes this is the
revolution we were meant to lead. “Look at the internet and you could almost believe it was made
for Australia,” she says. “Historically, we are a nation with so much creativity, so much innovation,
so much adventure ...

“The thing that is particularly attractive (for Google) about Australia is our voracious appetite for
technology. As consumers, we tend to be on the cutting edge of technology trends.”

Australia, Carnegie points out, was in the top three countries in the world to adopt the smartphone
and wearable technology. “That’s a wonderful environment for business, whether that is Google or
any other business.”

But there’s a disconnect, she !insists.

“We have a nation of incredibly savvy and advanced users of technology (but) most data shows our
businesses are lagging increasingly behind. Look at Australian business’s use of information and
communication technology. We’ve gone from being ninth in the world to 18th.

“One of the wonderful things about the digital revolution is that it is putting more and more control
in the hands of everyday mums, dads and other people. Australians will get their needs met. I just
hope they get them met by Australian businesses. That is why I am so passionate (Australian
businesses) don’t get left behind.”
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Why are we being “left behind”? “We’re at a period of time when the risk profile of many of our
companies is not as high as it needs to be if we are going to play hard in this space.

“We do have some industries where I feel like we are leading the world. Look at banking. Australian
consumers are getting access to banking technology that far exceeds what is being offered in our
peer countries.

“There is interesting work going on too in our health services. So what is it about those industries
that is different? We’ve got to figure that out because we need all our industries to get in the lead.”

Which leads her to the National Broadband Network, launched by the Rudd/Gillard governments but
re-tailored in the Abbott administration by Communications Minister Malcolm Turnbull.

Carnegie has previously expressed the view that there is too much focus on how much the NBN
costs and how it is being delivered, instead of the opportunities it can open up and deliver — to
individuals, communities, businesses and the nation.

Of course, she would say that, since Google Australia has so much to gain from an NBN-driven
research project involving an !entire continent of technology !addicts.

But when Carnegie is asked what she sees as obvious benefits of a country truly connected, town and
country, she says: “I get excited when I look at distant dentistry, or the medical health programs
people can explore (when Australia has the NBN in place),”

“Those are the kind of wonderful opportunities which will unleash the excitement,” she says.
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